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Thank you for purchasing this AccuBANKER product.
We recommend reading all information in the user guide to 

become familiar with this product.
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Important Safety Instructions

This device has been designed to operate with this specific Power Supply (AC / DC • 
Adapter which is included. Failing to do so may cause malfunction and may void it’s 
warranty.

Do not use the unit if the power adapter cord is damaged or if the power jack is • 
loose. 

Unplug this product from the wall outlet and refer to servicing to qualified • service 
personnel under the following conditions:

When the power supply cord or power adapter is damaged.1. 
If liquid has been spilled into the unit.2. 
If the unit does not operate normally by following the operating instructions. 3. 
If the the product has been dropped or the case has been damaged.4. 
If the product shows a noticeable change in performance.5. 
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Accurate and convenient to use, the D450 detector incorporates the most advanced 
detection technology to verify the security features embedded  into the banknotes 
including the followings:

Infrared pattern verification• 

Magnetic pattern verification• 

Currency paper verification• 

1. Before Starting

This User Guide will allow you to get familiar with all the details related with the 
unit’s operation and other useful details.

1.1 Introduction

1.2 Box contents

- D450 Counterfeit detector device

- AC/DC Power adapter

- User Guide booklet
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2. Parts Description

1- GREEN light - Passed Indicator
2- RED light - Failed Indicator
3- Bill Guider 
4- Feeding Tray
5- Feeding label 

  6- Ejection Slot
  7- Update port
  8- AC/DC power adapter connector
  9- On / Off Power switch
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3. Operation Description

3.1 Powering up the detector
Follow these steps to power the detector ON:

- Connect the power adapter DC jack to the D450 detector

- Connect the  power adapter to the power outlet in the wall

- Turn the power switch ON

The device will run a short self-test routine and at the end the GREEN indicator will stay 
ON to indicate the device is ready to use.  
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3.2 Testing a Bill
Follow these steps to verify the bills:

- Position the bill in the exact manner as the feeding label shows ( face & orientation) 

- Insert the bill positioned toward left (the bill guider forces you to comply with this) 

- The detector will grab the bill and will scan it automatically

3. Operation Description
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3.3  Reading the results

3. Operation Description

After the bill is scanned and verified by the D450, the possible results will be:

- The bill is verified as a GOOD bill

- The bill is considered as a SUSPICIOUS bill

3.3.1  Verified as a GOOD BILL

- The GREEN indicator PASSED will turn 
ON 

- A single audible confirmation BEEP will be 
emitted

- The bill will be delivered through the feed-
ing tray at front of the unit
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3. Operation Description

3.3.2  Considered as a SUSPICIOUS bill

- The RED indicator FAILED will turn ON 

- An audible alert of THREE BEEPS will be 
emitted

- The bill will be delivered through the feeding 
tray at front of the unit

3.3  Reading the results (Cont.)
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- Avoid to install the detector close to strong Magnetic sources that might disturb the 
counterfeit detection functions while operating the unit. 

- Keep the sensors clean and free of dust.

- Unplug the unit when not in use for long periods of time.

4. Troubleshooting Operational Problems

  4.2 Verify the Bill’s condition

4.1  Avoiding Problems

- Avoid inserting bills that are torn, heavily worn or damaged. 

- Do not scan bills with staples or bills repaired with adhesive tape.

- Do not scan wet bills.

4.3  Bill positioning 
- Make sure the bill is properly positioned as the feeding label shows.

- Make sure the bills is inserted toward left of the input tray.
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5. Periodic Maintenance Routine
A periodic cleaning routine will help to keep the detector in optimal performance condi-
tions and ensure a reliable and accurate operation as well as extending its life cycle. 

Recommended Weekly Maintenance 
The use an air duster can assist in removing the dust deposited into the unit interior. 
Using the duster’s thin tube nozzle blow air through the feeding tray slot to remove the 
dust inside. Make sure do not insert the duster nozzle into the device to avoid touching 
any of the detector’s components. Repeat several times for better results.

Recommended Weekly Maintenance 
It is highly recommended to use AccuBANKER cleaning cards to keep the magnetic 
heads and conveyor system free of dirtiness, debris and oils.

Air duster usage Cleaning card usage



Power Source:•               External Power Adapter Vin: 100 - 240 VAC / 50-60Hz  0.6A 
                  Vout: 12VDC / 1.0 A

Power Consumption• :   10 W (Max.)

Dimensions:•                   5.5 “x 5.8” x 2.8” / 140 x 150 x 75 mm (L x W x H)

Net Weight:•                     1.1 lbs / 0.5 Kg

Regulatory and approvals: • 

6. Specifications
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www.accubanker.com

All support provided from our North American  
24/7 toll free service center   

 1-888-594-2228
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